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Let p = (ill >//./2 >/ "'" >/flk+ ] ) = (k, 1 n k) be a partition of n. In [GH] Garsia 
and Haiman show that the diagonal action of S~ on the space of harmonic polyno- 
mials 2/f~ affords the left regular epresentation p of S~. Furthermore, Garsia and 
Haiman define a bigraded character of the diagonal action of S~ on Yf~ and show 
that the character multiplicities are polynomials K~.,u(q, t) that are closely related 
to the Macdonald-Kostka polynomials K~,u(q, t). In this paper we construct a
collection of polynomials B(/x) that form a basis for ~ which exhibits the 
decomposition of ~ into its irreducible parts. Through this connection we give a 
combinatorial interpretation f the polynomials K~.~(q, t). © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this wr i t ing we will use the F rench  notat ion  for depict ing Ferrers 
d iagrams and tableaux. In part icular ,  a part i t ion 2= {21 ~>22>~ .-. ~> 
2 k > 0) gives the successive lengths of the rows of the corresponding Ferrers 
d iagram ordered from bot tom to top. We recall that a tab leau of shape 2 
is injective if it is a filling of a Ferrers d iagram of shape 2 with the dist inct 
labels 1, 2, ..., n. An injective tab leau is standard if its entries increase strictly 
f rom left to r ight (west to east) and  from bot tom to top (south to north) .  
A tab leau is said to be column-strict if it is a filling of a Ferrers d iagram 
with entries from a set A such that the entries increase weakly from west 
to east and  increase strictly from south to north.  On  the other hand,  a 
tab leau is said to be row-strict if it is a filling of a Ferrers d iagram with 
entries from a set A such that the entries increase weakly from south to 
nor th  and  strictly increase from west to east. 
We shall assume throughout  his wr i t ing that  # is a part i t ion of n that 
- -  i is a hook  shape, i.e., # = (m, 1 ~-  m). Let r 0 = 0 and let ri - Zk  = 1/~i. Now let 
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A be the matrix (a i j )=  (x°/Jy~ j) where ej is the largest integer k such that 
r k < j  and flj = j  - r~j - 1. For example, if/z = (3, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) then 
00 













01 02  10  20  30  40~ 
XlY l  x lY l  x lY l  X lY l  X lY l  X lY l  
1 01 02  10  20  30  40  
x2Y2 x2Y2 x2Y2 X2Y2 x2Y2 x2Y2 
01 02  10  20  30  40  
x3Y3 x3Y3 x3Y3 x3Y3 x3Y3 x3Y3 
01 02  10  20  30  40  
x4Y4 x4Y4 x4Y4 x4Y4 x4Y4 x4Y4 
01 02  10  20  30  40  
xsY5 xsYs xsY5 xsy5 x5y5 xsY5 
01 02  10  20  30  40  
x6Y6 x6Y6 x6Y6 x6Y6 x6Y6 x6Y6 
01 02  10  20  30  40]  
x7Y7 x7Y7 x7Y7 x7Y7 x7Y7 x7Y7 I 
We define A~ to be the determinant of A. It should be noted that the pairs 
(c9, flj) are the coordinates of the cells of the Ferrers diagram of shape p. 
For example, with ¢t = (3, 1, 1, 1, 1) the Ferrers diagram with the coor- 
dinate of each cell as an entry is: 
If P=(P l ,P2  .... ,p , )  and q=(q l ,q2 , . . . ,q , )  are sequences of non- 
negative integers of length n we define 
(~P = (~PI x2 " " " 6P'x, and (~yq -- (~yi(~y q2 . . . (~Ynqn (1.1) 
where fix, and fiyj are the partial derivative operators with respect to xi and 
yj respectively. Now let ~ be the linear span of all the partial derivatives 
of A~, i.e. 
= £f'E6~6~A,,]p, q (1.2) 
where p and q run over all nonnegative sequences of length n. Garsia and 
Haiman in [ GH ] have shown that for/~ a hook shape the dimension of 
as a vector space is equal to n!. 
Let R(X, Y) = Q[xl ,  x2 ..... x,,  yl,  y2 ..... y,,]. Given ~r ~ S, we define the 
diagonal action of o- on the polynomial P(X, Y)~ R(X, Y) to be 
~rP(Xl, X2, ..., Xn,Yl ,  Y2, ...,Yn) =P(x~I,  xo2, ..., x,,,,Y~I,Y,,2, ...,Y~,)" (1.3) 
Let ~;  h, k denote the bihomogeneous component of ~ of degree h in 
xl ..... x ,  and degree k in Yl, ...,Y,. Clearly ~;h ,k  is invariant under the 
diagonal action of S, and thus we will let char(~,Ug~, h, k) represent the 
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character of this Sn action on ~;  h, ~- We define the bigraded character of 
the diagonal action of S n on ~ as 
charq, t ( -~)= ~ thqkchar(~;h,k). (1.4) 
h, k >~O 
Garsia and Haiman in [ GH ] showed that the diagonal action of Sn on 
is equivalent to the regular representation f S~ and that 
charq, t(;,~) = ~ z;~K~, ~(q, t) (1.5) 
2 
where K~,~,(q, t) are polynomials in q and t that are closely related to the 
Macdonald-Kostka coefficients K~, ~(q, t) (see [ M ] ). Specifically, we have 
where 
t "(~) (1.6) 
k 
n(/z) = ~ pi(i--1). 
i= l  
Now let B(p) be a basis for ~ such that 
B(,")= U B,~(/~) (1.7) 
21-n 
where B~(~) is a collection of bihomogeneous polynomials that span the 
irreducible representations of shape 2. It is clear from equations 1.4 and 1.5 
that 
K~,~(q, t)=fx ~, tl~(b)tq jy(b)l (1.8) 
b ~ B~ (,u) 
where f;~ is the number of standard tableaux of shape 2 and Ix(b)] and 
]y(b)] are the degrees of b in the variables Xl .... , x,, and Yl ..... y~ respec- 
tively. Thus an appropriate construction of the set B;.(/~) would lead to a 
combinatorial interpretation of the coefficients R~, ~ (q, t). It is the construc- 
tion of such a collection B(#) that is the focus of this writing. In particular, 
we will construct B~(/~) as a collection of polynomials indexed by a pair 
(S, C) of tableaux of shape 2 where S is standard and C is a biletter 
coeharge tableau. In section 2 we will describe the construction of the 
biletter cocharge tableaux. In Sections 3 and 4 we will construct he basis 
fl(/~) and prove that it is a basis for .Jg~. In Section 5 we will define the 
diagonal action of S,, on fl(/l) and give a combinatorial interpretation of 
~[A,~(q, t). 
We should also mention that Stembridge [ S] has recently also obtained 
a combinatorial interpretation for the latter coefficients /~,~(q, t). His 
methods are not related to ours and not concerned with the Garsia- 
Haiman modules. 
582a/71/1-8 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE BILETTER COCHARGE TABLEAUX 
Let A~, = {(0, 0) (0, 1), (0, 2) ..... (0, m - 1), (1, 0), ..., (n -m - 1, 0)} (recall 
that /a=(m,  l"-m)). We will say that (al,az)<&(bl, b2) if and only if 
al - a2 < bl - b 2. Note that this is a total order on Av. To construct the biletter 
cocharge tableau C = C(S) from a standard tableau S we do the following: 
ALGORITHM 2.1. 
1. Let cm = (0, 0). 
2. For i = m-1 ,  ..., 1 suppose that c~+1= (0, s). If i+  1 is north of i 
in S we then set c~= (0, s + 1). Else let cg= c~+1 = (0, s). 
3. For i = m + 1, ..., n suppose that c~_ 1 = (s, 0). If i is north of i -  1 
in S we then set ci = (s + 1, 0). Else let cg = c~_ 1 = (s, 0). 
4. Now let C = C(S) be the tableau that has entry ci in the same cell 
that had entry i in S. 





1 4 8 
(2.1) 
C= C( S) is 
(2,0) (3,0) 
C=(0,1) (1,0) 
(0, 2) (0, 0) 
(o, 3) (o, 1) (2, 0) 
(2.2) 
Analogous to the biletter cocharge tableaux C= C(S) are the tableaux 
K = K(S) and L = L(S) that are constructed in the following manner. First we 
let {al, a2, ..., an} be the elements of the collection A~ listed in increasing 
order. We define K = K(S) to be the tableau that has entry ai in the same cell 
that had entry i in S. We define L = L(S) to be the tableau that has entry 
a i - ci in the cell of S that contains i where ci is as given in algorithm 2.1. 
EXAMPLE. With S given in 2.1, we have a I = (0, 4), a2 = (0, 3), etc. Thus 
(2,0) (4,0) 
K=K(S)=(O, 2) (1,0) (2.3) 
(0, 3) (0, 0) 
(0,4) (0,1) (3,0) 
Now c5 = (0, 0). Since 5 is north of 4 in Swe set c4 = (0, 1). 3 is north of 4 so 
that c3 = (0, 1). In the same manner c2 = (0, 2) and Ca = (0, 3). Continuing with 
step 3, 6 is north of 5 and thus c6 = ( 1, 0), etc. Thus the biletter cocharge tableau 
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and 
(o, o) (1, o) 
(0, 1) (0,0) 
L = L(S)  = 
(o, 1) (o, o) 
(0, 1) (0,0) (1, 0) 
(2.4) 
It should be noted that both C= C(S) and K=K(S) are colunm-strict 
and that L = L(S) and K= K(S) are row-strict based on the ordering <A,. 
Given C = C(S), K= K(S) or L = L(S) it is not difficult to reconstruct the 
standard tableau S from which it was constructed and hence the collections 
{C(S)} s, {K(S)}s and {L(S)} s are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the standard tableaux. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COLLECTIONS B(tt) AND Bx(kt) 
Given a column-strict ableau T we say that the row sequence of T 
(denoted by rs(T)) is the word obtained by reading the entries of T from 
left to right, row by row, starting at the bottom. The type r(T) is the 
rearrangement of the letters of rs(T) in decreasing order with respect o 
<A~. Now let >L represent the lexicographic order. If S and T are two 
column-strict tableau we will say that S >tr T 
(a) ifz(S)>LZ(T); or 
(b) if T(S) =z(T)  and rs(S) >L rs(T). 
Suppose that S and T are standard tableaux of shape 2 and that 
C=C(T), K=K(T) and L=L(T).  Let di=(di, l,de,2)6A~ and ei = 
(c~,1, c~,2)eA~, be the entry in the corresponding cells of L and C respec- 
tively that contain i in S. Let us set 
M(S,C)= 1~ ( i lc i )  
l <~i<~n 
D(S, L)= [ l  (~1 d~) 
l <~i<~n 
(3.1) 





1 2 3 
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and that C and L are given in 2.2 and 2.4, i.e. 
(2,0) (3,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
C=(0'1) (1,0) and L=(0'I) (0,0) 
(0, 2) (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 0) 
(0,3) (0,1) (2,0) (0,1) (0,0) (1,0) 
Then 
and 
M(S, C)=(1 [ (0, 3))(2 ] (0, 1)) (3 [ (2, 0)) (4 I (0, 2)) (5 I (0, 0)) 
× (6 I(0, 1)) (7 I (1, 0)) (8 I (2,0)) (91(3, 0)) 
D(S,L)=(1 I(0, 1) ) (21(0,0)) (31(1,0)) (41(0,  1))(51(0,0)) 
× (6 I (0, 1)) (7 I (0, 0)) (8 ] (0, 0)) (9 ] (1, 0)) 
Let we will define 61 a'~) a b = (~xi(~yi. For a • Sn we define 
al a2 a (~ l  ~2 6an )= al a2 . an . • .. J~(~)go(~) .. Jo(.) 
Let 
H = H(X, Y) 
be a polynomial and suppose that 
H=~ chh(X, Y) 
h 
where each h(X, Y) is a monomial. We define 
~u = ~ ch~ h. 
k 
Note that if G = G(X, Y) • R(X, Y) then 
a( fiH G) = a( c~ H) g( G). 
Let EI ,  g2,  ..., g k be the collections of entries in columns 1, 2 ..... k of S 
respectively and let S~i be the symmetric group acting on the collection Ei. 
We define 
SE = Szl × SF~2 x ... x Sek 
(S] C)= ~ sgn(~) ~M(S, C) (3.2) 
cz~SE 
P(S, L)= ~, aD(S, L). 
cr eSE  
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It should be noted that the polynomial (S IC)  is the bideterminant of 
(S, C) (see [DKR]) .  The following theorem is the crucial result that links 
the polynomials (S[ C) and P(S, T). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose S and T are standard tableaux of the same shape 
and that L =L(T)  and C= C(T). Then 
6vcs'r)A~=c(SI C)+ ~ Cs, c,(S[ C') (3.3) 
C'  > tr C 
where c ~ O. 
Before we prove theorem 3.1 we will need additional definitions and 
results. As before let c~, ki and di be the entries in C= C(T), K=K(T)  and 
L=L(T)  that are in the same cell as i in S. Let now D =D(S, L) and 
Q=Q(S,K)=(1 [ k~)(2 l k2).. .(n l/G). 
If ~, 0 ~ S,, then we clearly have 
yD = (y(1)[ d,)(y(2)] d2)..-(~(n) I d~) 
= (1 I d7-10~)(2 [ dy-t{2))... (n I dy ~{,,)) 
(3.4) 
OQ=(O(1) l k~)(O(2) l k2)...(O(n) l k,~) 
=(11k~-~<xy)(2]k,-,(2))...(n I k~ ~n)) 
Define W(S, OK-  7L) to be the tableau that has entry k0~i) - d~) ~ A~ in 
the same cell that has entry i in S. We now have the following facts: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S and T be standard tableaux and let C= C(T), 
K=K(T)  and L=L(T) .  Suppose that O~Sn, D=D(S,L) ,  Q=Q(S,K), 
WI= W(S, O 1K-L)  and W2 = W(S, c~-IK-O-1L). Then 
(a) 
~, sgn(v) 7(dD(OQ))= Cs, L(S] W1 ) 
y~Sg 
with the convention that if any of the coefficients of k~-l~i~ - d i are negative 
then ( S ] W~ ) = O. 
(b) I f  06 D = 6 D and 0 E Se then 
where Cs, L > O. 
sgn(0) ~ sgn(7) y(6D(0Q)) = Cs.L(S [ C) 
yeSe 
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(c) Suppose ~r D = riD. Then 
~' sgn(7)7(fiD(~bQ))=Cs, L(SI W2) 
yeSE 
(d) Suppose that ~bfi D= fi D and ~ (~ SE. Let W'2 be the tableau that we 
get by rearranging the entries of each column of W2= W(S, 0 -1K-¢  1L) 
in increasing order. I f (S [  W2)-~0 then W'2 is a column strict tableau with 
respect o < A~ and rs( W'2 ) > rs( C). 
(e) I f  (~6 D ~ tip then r( W~ ) > r(C). 
Proof (a) Suppose that for 1 ~< i ~< n all of the terms k~-~(o - d~ are 
nonnegative. Then 
tip(CO) = (@@. . ,  @)(1 I ko-1(~))(2 I k~-1(2~).--(nlk~ l(n)) 
=c~,L( l l ko  ~(1)-d~)(2lk~-~(2~-d2) . . . (n lk~-x( , ) -d, )  (3.5) 
and therefore 
sgn(7) 7(fiD¢Q) = Cs, L(S [ W1 ). 
(b) With ~,br D= r D and ~b ~ SE we have 
sgn(~b) ~ sgn(y) e(aD(~Q))=sgn(~) ~ sgn(~)~(¢(rD)(¢Q)) 
~SE 7~S~ 
=sgn(¢) ~ sgn(~) e¢(a~O) 
~eSz 
= sgn(¢) sgn(~b) sgn(fl) fl( fiD Q ) 
fl ~ SE 
Note that ~DQ= cs, LM(S, C) and thus 
sgn(fl) fl(fiDQ) = Cs, L(S C) 
~esz  
(c) If ~b6 D = riD then rD(~bQ) = ~b(fi D) (~bQ) and thus we have 
(~rD)(~Q) = Cs, L(1 I k~-1(1~- d~-1(1~) 
x (2 I k~ 1(2~ - d~-~(2~) .-. (n [ k~-l(.~ - d~-~(.~) 
Therefore, 
sgn(y) y(6D(q~Q))= ~ sgn(7) y(~b(rD)(~bQ)) 
~SE ?ESE 
= cs, L(s I w2) 
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(d) Recall that L is row-strict and K is column-strict. Suppose 
that (S[ W2)¢0. Note that (S] 1412)= +_(S[ W~) where W~ is strictly 
increasing in its columns. Thus to prove that W~ is column strict it is 
enough to show that k ; -  d~ ~<+ kj - dj whenever d~ <+ dj. If k~ <+ kj <~A~ 
(0, 0) then k~ = k s + (O, j - i )  and de ~>A~ dj + (0 , j -  i). Therefore we have 
that k~-de<~A ki -d j .  On the otherhand if (O,O)<~A k~<+kj then 
k i -]- (j - -  i, O) = k j  and de + (j - i, 0) ~>A, dj. Thus k~- de ~A~ kj-- dj. Finally, 
if ki <<.+ (0, O) <~A~kj it is clear that k~-de<~A kj -dj .  
Furthermore, there exists a ~ e SE such that ),W2 = W~ and ~(fiD)= riO. 
Let w~ and c; be the entries in the cells of W~ and C that contain i in S. 
Now let c s and wj be the first location in the row sequence order such 
that cj ¢ wj. For some i, cj = kg - de and wj = ky( i  ) - dy(~ = ky(~ - d~. Since 
Cm=W m for l<~m<~j--1 we have ky(~>+ki. Thus wj>c~ and 
rs( W'2 ) > rs( C). 
(e) Let tq and 2e be the entries in the cells of K and L that contain 
i in T. (Recall that k~ and d~ are indexed by the cell that contain i in S.) 
Now r (C)=K, -2~,  ~cn_~-2,_ ~ . . . .  ,K1 - - /~  1 . Fur thermore ,  Kp>Nq and 
)Op >~ 2q for p > q. By the definition of v( W~ ) and 3.2 part (a) we see that 
v(WI) is the rearrangement of 
{Kq~-l(1) - -  }~1, K~b-l(2) - - /~2,  "", K~b l(n) - -  2n} 
in decreasing order. But this is the same as the rearrangement of 
in decreasing order. Now let m be the largest integer such that 2m ¢ 2O(m~" 
Since 2~ = 2~(~ for s > m we have )'m > )0~(m) and thus tcm - 2~ < ~c,~, - 2+(m). 
Therefore ~( W~ ) > r(C). | 
We may now proceed with the proof of theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall that 
A~= _+ ~ sgn(a)aQ 
a~Sn 
Thus 
+ riP(s, T)A~ = 
o '~SE 
(ari D) ~ sgn(~b)(~bQ) 
¢ ~ s,, 
= 2 2 sgn(~b)(aaD)((~O) 
= ~ sgn( f l )E  ~ sgn(~)(ariz))(~flO) 
~e s~/sz  ~, ~ sE  o- e sz  
= ~ sgn( f l )~  ~ sgn(7)(),(7-1arv))(?(flO)) 
,a ~ s , , / se  ~ ~ se  a ~ Se  
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= ~ sgn(fl) y' ~ sgn(7)(?(agD))(~(flQ)) 
f l~  s~/sE  ),~ sE  a e S~ 
= Z sgn( f l )Z  Z sgn(a- l)  
f l  e s,,/s~, a ~ Se  y~-  I s se  
x sgn(y) ()~a-l(ac~D))(~a-l(flQ)) 
- -  E sgn(,a) E sgn(G-l) E sgn(y))'(6~)~'( a ~¢¢Q) 
fl e S , , /Se  cr e Se  ), e Sz  
= E sgn(~b) ~' sgn(~)~(6D(OQ)) (3.6) 
~ e s,, ~,e se  
Lemma 3.2(b) implies that c ~ 0 in equation 3.3. Lemmas 3.2(c), (d), and 
(e) imply the rest. | 
For standard tableaux S and T we define 
where L = L(T) and 
H[ S, T] = 8P(S'L)A~ 
B(kt) = { H[ S, T]} s, r 
(3.7) 
(3 .8 )  
where S and T run over all pairs of standard tableaux of the same shape. 
Note that there are n! elements in B(/~). Thus to prove that the set B(p) is 
a basis for ~ all we need to show is that they are linearly independent. 
This is the subject of the next section. 
4. INDEPENDENCE OF THE COLLECTION B(/z) 
In order to show that the polynomials that we constructed are linearly 
independent we need to recall the definition of a Capelli Operator (see 
[DKR]).  For a given ai~A let us set J(V, a~) = { J l , J2  . . . . .  Jai} to be the 
integers uch that zjk = a~ in V= (1 I zl )(2 I z2) .'- (n I zn). For an integer m 
we define j (  V, ai, m) to be the collection of all m-subsets of J( V, a~). We 
define the action of the set polarization operator Dm(tq, ai ) on V as follows: 
(a) i f0~<m then Dm(tq, ai) V=0 
(b) i f~>m then 
Dm(tq, ai) V= Z I~ (klZk) I~ (k la i )  
C~ J (V ,  ai, m)  k4: C k~C 
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Now linearly extend this definition to all polynomials of R(X, Y). For 
example, if 
V= (1 [ (0, 0)) (2 [ (1, 0)) (3 [ (1, 0)) (4 [ (1, 1)) (5 ] (1, 0)) 
x (6 I (1, 2)) (7 [ (2, 0)) (8 I 1, 0)) 
then 
D3((1,0), t) V=(1 [ (0, 0)) (2 [ t) (3 I t) (41 (1, 1)) (5 I t) (61(1,2)) (7 ] (2, 0)) (8 I 1, 0)) 
+(1 ] (0, 0)) (2 [ t)(3 ] t) (4l (1, i)) (5 ] (1, 0)) (6 [(1, 2)) (7 [ (2, 0)) (8 I t) 
+(1 I (0, 0)) (2 [ t)(3 [ (1,0)) (4 [(1, 1))(5 [ t) (61(1,2)) (7 [ (2, 0)) (8 [ t) 
+(1 [ (0, 0)) (2 I (1, 0)) (3 I t) (4 [(1, 1))(5 [ t) (6 [(1, 2)) (7 [ (2, 0)) (8 [ t). 
Let us assume that T is a standard tableau of shape 2 = (21 ~> 22 ~> ... i> 
2~ > 0). Furthermore, let 0~i(q) and flj(q) be the number of occurrences of 
x i and aj in row q of T and T' respectively. Given a bitableau [ T, T' ], the 
Capelli operator Ca(T, T') is defined as 
l<~q<~k l<~i<~n l<~j<~m 
For example, if 
[T, T ' ]  = 
then 
I 4 7 (0,1) (0,1) 1 3 5 ,(1,0) (1,0) 1 2 6 (0 ,0 )  (0,0) (1,0) 
Ca(T, T') = Dl(t~, 1) Dl(t~, 2) Dl(tl, 6) Dl(t2, 3) Di(t2, 5) Dl(t3, 4) 
Da(t3, 7) D2(s,, (0, 0)) Da(Sl, (1, 0)) D2(s2, (1, 0)) D2(s3, (0, 1)). 
In [DKR] ,  theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are proved: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S and U be standard tableaux and let T and V be 
tableaux. I f  the r (T )¢z (V)  then Ca(S, T ) (U[  V)=0.  
THEOREM 4.2. Let S and U be standard tableaux and let T and V be 
column-strict tableaux. Furthermore, let us assume that S and T have shape 
)v and that U and V have shape v. Let (S [ T) and (U]  V) be two bideter- 
minants of the same type. Then 
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(a) Ca(S, T)(S [ T) #0; 
(b) if v is higher then Ca(S, T)( U [ V) = 0; 
(c) I f  v=2 and if Ca(S, T)(U[ V)#0 then [U, V] is smaller than 
IS, T] in its associated column sequences. 
Now, let us suppose that U and V are column-strict tableaux and let 
2(U) and 2(V) be the shapes of U and V respectively. We will say that 
U >str V if and only if 
(a) 2( U) >~ 2( V); or 
(b) 2(U)=2(V) and U>,r V. 
We can now prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. 
pendent and hence they form a basis for ~ .  
Proof Suppose that 
c~,~TI[s, T] =0. 
The collection of polynomials in B(/.t) is linearly inde- 
Z ew(S[ w) 
W >tr  C 
nEs, T]e  B(/,) 
Recall that theorem 3.1 implies that 
II[ S, T] = fie(s, T)Aa : Cs, c(S [ C) + 
(4.2) 
where C=C(T)  and Cs, c#O. Let [S ' ,T ' ]  be the pair of tableaux in 
equation 4.2 that is the smallest with respect o >~tr such that Cs,, r, ~ O. 
Let C' = C(T'). Now 
Ca( S', C' ) TIE S', T' ] 
=Cs,,c, Ca(S', C')(S'I C')+ ~, cwCa(S', C')(S'I W) 
W > tr C '  
=Cs,,c, Ca(S, C')(S' I C') 
#0 (4.3) 
by theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2. Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2 also imply that for 
[ S, T ] > s,r E S', T' ] 
Ca(S', C') TIE S, T] =0. 
Hence if we apply the Capelli operator Ca(S', C') to equation 4.2, the 
equation reduces to 
cs, ~,cs, c, Ca(S', C') H[ S', Y'] =0. 
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Equation 4.3 implies that Cs, 'c, Ca(S', C') HIS', T'] ~0, but this implies 
that Cs,,r,=O a contradiction. Thus the collection B(/~) is linearly 
independent. | 
5. Tr-m DIAGONAL ACTION OF S n ON B(#) 
Let now T1, T2, ... , T,~ be the standard tableaux of shape 2 lexicographi- 
cally ordered with respect to their row sequence. Let RI(Ti)R2(Ti)... 
R~(Ti) and CI(T~)C2(T+)... Cm(T+) be the row decomposition and the 




SR(T i  ) = SR I (T I )  X . . ,  Y, SRk(T i )  
SC(T i  ) = SCl (T1)  X . . .  X SCm(Ti) .  
P(T)= E a 
N(T)= ~ sign(a) a. 
a ~ Sc(Ti) 
For the standard tableau T/let C = C(T/) and L = L(Tj). Let us define 
E(T. C)= ~ sgn(qS) C~D(T"L)(OQ) 
~b e S, 
Theorem 4.3 implies that E(T,-, C )¢  0. Now, 
= Z sgn()~) y ( Z 
y~ST fb~Sn 
= N(T/) E(Tj, C). 
sgn(~b) c~ D(~, L)(~bQ)) 
For any injective tableau T of shape 2 a use of the Rota straightening 
algorithm (see [DKR] )  yields 
N(T) = ~ at:. T,(a) N(TI) at. T+ ~ brj. vjN(Vg) 
i j 
(5.1) 
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where each Vj is a standard tableau such that 2(V j )>L 2(T). Recall that if 
/l(Vk) >z 2(T) then N(Vk) P(Tj) = 0. Thus multiplying equation 5.1 on the 
right by P( T) aT, rj yields 
N( T) P( T) at, ~= ~ at, v,(a) N( Ti) at,, 2~P( T) av, 
i 
= ~ a~r, T~(a) N(Ti) a~, ~P(T/). 
i 
The matrices A~(a)= (at, T,) can be shown in arguments imilar to those 
found in [A] and [GW] to define the S, irreducible representation of
shape 2. But, from 5.1 we have 
~TT, T~N(T i )  E (T i ,  C )  
=N(T)  E( T, C) 
= ~ aT; v,(cr) N(T~) crv,, 7-E(T, C) + ~ b~, vjN(Vj) E(T, C) 
i j 
= ~ aT, T~(a) N(T~) aT, rE(T, C) + ~ brj, v/X(Vj) E(T, C) 
i j 
=~ar, r~(a) N(T~)E(T~, C)+~,brj, vjN(V/)E(T, C). (5.2) 
i j 
Summarizing these results we have the following theorem 
THEOREM 5.1. Let T+ and Tj be standard tableaux of shape 2. Then for 
any a ~ S n we have 
aH[T,,Tj]=~aTk, T/H[Tk, Tj]+ ~ bv, vH[U, V] 
Tk C(V) > str C( Tj ) 
where T~ ranges over all standard tableaux of shape 2, the coefficients aTk, Tj 
only depend on Tk and Tj and the matrices A~= (aTk, r/) define Young's 
natural representation f shape L Thus the matrices of the diagonal action of 
Sn on the collection B(p) ordered by >str form an upper block triangular 
version of the regular epresentation. 
Thus we have shown the decomposition of B(/t) needed for 1.7 and we 
have proven 1.8. We also have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 5.2. 
R~,u(q, t) =f~ ~ qX(C)ty(C) 
C 
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where fx is the number of standard tableaux of shape 2 and the summation 
is over all biletter cocharge tableaux C of shape 2 and where x( C) and y( C) 
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